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1. SUMMARY
The Central Control1 Unit (CCU) of the Ministry of the Environment and Forests
(MINEF) undertook a mission to Bessoungkang, Department of Moungo, Coastal
Province, from 10th to 12th August 2002, accompanied by the Independent Observer
(Global Witness). The aim of the mission was to verify allegations of fraudulent
logging in the forests in the Bessoungkang-Kounang area.
The mission first held a working meeting with the Provincial Delegate for the
Environment and Forests for the Coastal Province, along with representatives from
the population of Bessoungkang. It then visited the logging area of Sale by Public
Auction (SPA) No. 1086. Finally, it visited a work site not currently in operation in
the Bessoungkang village school.
At the end of this joint mission, the Independent Observer’s main conclusions are the
following:
-

SETBC and CIBEC have felled 1000 m3 more than the volume authorised by
SPA No. 0960;

-

There is a significant volume of wood in the forest in question;

-

SETBC and CIBEC used two types of transport permits. Some had no date or
serial number, which is in violation of the current rules and regulations;

-

The stock of felled wood at Bessoungkang does not appear on the public
notice of 26th of December 2001. The CCU claims that this SPA appears on an
“additional list” drawn up by the Minister of the Environment and Forests. In
spite of several requests made to the CCU, the Independent Observer has not
received a copy of this list;

-

SETBC and CIBEC have not met all their obligations to the people of
Bessoungkang in terms of social works.

In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
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-

That the CCU be requested to provide a copy of the additional list to the
public notice of 26th December 2001, signed by the Minister;

-

That SETBC and CIBEC be summoned to an official hearing for:
o Exceeding the volume authorised;
o Failing to keep commitments made to the local population;
o Using irregular transport documents.

-

The systematic inventory of all the timber still lying in the concerned forest.
Given that the Bessoungkang community has requested the allocation of a
community forest in the disputed area (Appendix 9), it would be wise for the
listed wood to be used for social works;

“Control” in the context of this report means “Law Enforcement” or to “check compliance with law”.
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-

That an investigation mission be sent on the part of the relevant MINEF
departments aimed at studying logging activities in the Kounang region.

2. RESOURCES USED
-

1 4x4 pick-up truck
1 Yamaha 100 motor bike
2 Garmin GPS
1 video camera
1 photographic camera
Maps to 1/200000
1 laptop computer

3. COMPOSITION OF THE MISSION
Two members of the CCU, two members of the Independent Observer technical team
plus one representative from the London office, the Departmental Delegate for the
Environment and Forests of Moungo and a representative from the Head of the
Littoral Province Brigade took part in the mission.

4. CONSTRAINTS
The mission came up against two major constraints, namely, the absence of
documents related to the activities of the two SPAs and the absence of senior officials
from the accused companies.

5. RESULTS OF THE MISSION
5.1. Summary of the facts
SETBC was holder of the first SPA No. 0960 notified by letter Nº
1176/L/MINEF/DPEE/LT/SPF/BEIF dated the 22nd of January 2001. This title related
to a volume of 972 m3 of wood (Appendix 6).
A second SPA, No. 1086, was allocated to SETBC on the 31st of January 2002 for a
volume of 876.5 m3 of wood abandoned “in the place known as KOUNANGBESSOUNGKANG” (Appendix 2).
Through the intervention of its sub-contractor, CIBEC, the beneficiary of these titles
made a commitment to provide the local population with a certain number of goods
and services.
The local population of Bessoungkang accuse SETBC and CIBEC of not having
provided some of the promised benefits. The two companies are also accused of
having removed a greater volume of wood than authorised.
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During the second sale at auction notified on 31 January 2002, the Provincial
Delegate for the Environment and Forests ordered a halt to SETBC and CIBEC work
in response to allegations that the authorised volume had been exceeded and that
commitments made to the local people had not been kept (official hearing of the
meeting of the 26th of February 2002).
On the 3rd of April 2002, the UK Department for International Development (with
copy to the Independent Observer) updated the Minister of the Environment and
Forests on allegations made by the Bessoungkang community as follows:
“It would seem that CIBEC has removed 3000 m3 more than the 876.5 m3 authorised
by the relevant MINEF departments in accordance with SPA No. 1086 dated the 26th
of December 2001”. (Appendix 1).

5.2. Observations of the Independent Observer in relation to the
complaint
a) Absence of the second SPA on Public Notice No. 1087 of the 26th of
December 2001.
On the 26th of December 2002, the Minister of the Environment and Forests took a
decision regarding the explicit listing of all stocks of wood available for sale by
auction.
It emerges from the Independent Observer’s research that the stock of 876.5 m3 of
wood forming the object of the second SPA allocated to SETBC does not appear on
the list published by the Minister on the 26th of December 2001. The CCU, in
particular Mr. Kingué, claims that this volume of wood is included on an additional
list signed by the Minister. The Independent Observer has asked Mr. Kingué to
provide it with a copy of this additional list but he has never produced it.
The non-existence of an additional list produced in due form could mean that the
second SPA allocated to SETBC is illegal.
b) Presence of logs in the log ponds and logging in excess of the volume
authorised.
The mission noted the presence of a stock of logs in the log ponds bearing the marks
'SETBC, TRSA/SPA 1086' and the marking hammers (see photos 1 and 2 below).
According to information sent by the Departmental Delegate for the Environment and
Forests (DDEF) of Moungo, these logs have formed the object of a preventive
attachment on the part of the DDEF, because of the failure to respect commitments
made to the local population.
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Photo 1: Wood noted bearing the mark SETBC, TRSA/SPA 1086

Photo 2: Preventive attachment of wood from the SPA 1086
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Finally, SETBC and CIBEC evacuated 1000m3 of wood more than the volume
authorised by SPA No. 0960. This fact was noted by an official reports drawn up on
23rd July 2001 by the head of the Control Brigade for the Littoral Province. This
official report was never challenged in any way. Consequently, it is authentic, until
challenged, as prescribed by article 142 of the 1994 law, “the report drawn up and
signed by the sworn official shall be held as a true record of the facts stated therein
until proved false” (see Appendix 10, CCU Mission Report).
c) Failure to respect commitments (in the contractual specifications) made
to the local people
Through the intervention of its sub-contractor CIBEC, SETBC made a commitment to
provide the local people of Bessoungkang with various services and goods,
particularly to maintain the road and to build a bridge and classrooms (Appendices 3,
4 and 5).
The Independent Observer notes that the bulk of social works promised by the
company have not been undertaken. It would seem that the population have received
the sum of 1,500,000 FCFA to build a bridge but the building of a school, the
electrification of the village and the maintenance of roads etc., has not been
undertaken by SETBC or CIBEC.
The rules and regulations governing the Cameroonian forestry sector do not impose
contractual obligations towards villagers on beneficiaries of sales by public auction.
However, the law does not prohibit a beneficiary of a sale by public auction from
negotiating contractual specifications with the local people. Such was the case
between SETBC and CIBEC and the people of Bessoungkang.
The forestry nature and the binding nature of the case between the people of
Bessoungkang and CIBEC is demonstrated by the four factors below, namely: (1) The
official report countersigned by both parties on the 29th of April 2001, the 16th of June
2001 and the 26th of February 2002 note that the services agreed by the company are
justified by its wood removal operations. In Cameroonian law, legally established
agreements are binding upon the parties that have concluded them. SETBC and
CIBEC can thus not evade their commitments to the people of Bessoungkang. (2)
These commitments were endorsed by the Departmental Delegation for the
Environment and Forests at the request of both interested parties. (3) The Minister of
the Environment and Forests classified the commitments made by SETBC and
CIBEC to the people in question as contractual obligations towards the villagers. His
letter of the 9th of January 2002 to CIBEC mentions “my ministerial department
attaches great importance to the effective implementation of contractual obligations
towards the villagers…within the context of poverty alleviation”. This letter from the
Minister was never challenged by SETBC or CIBEC. (4) The activities of SETBC and
CIBEC have already been suspended by the Provincial Delegation for failure to
respect commitments made to the people.
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d) Use of transport permits that do not fulfil all the required conditions
The Independent Observer noted that SETBC and CIBEC have used two different
types of transport permits. Some were issued by the Departmental Delegation for the
Environment and Forests (Appendix 7) and others by the Provincial Delegation
(Appendix 8). Some of these transport permits bear no stub numbers, which is
contrary to the requirements of the law. This was also the conclusion of a CCU
control mission that visited this forest from 26th to 29th September 2001 (see page 5 of
the CCU report in Appendix 10).
The absence of numbers on some transport permits used by SETBC and CIBEC
represents a violation of the terms of article 127 of the 1994 forestry law, which
requires that all transport permits are taken “from a stub book”. The use of stub books
enables the forestry administration to monitor all use of transport permits.

5.3. Second complaint in the field
Mr. Epoude Ndobo, Village Chief of Kounang, made an allegation to Global Witness
of illegal logging in his village. Having informed the CCU, the Independent Observer
went to the area indicated on the map, accompanied by the chief.

Area of activity

Log pond

Area of activity
Konuang

GPS points
Log ponds

On the ground, the Independent Observer noted the signs of recent logging but the
patchy information prevented the details of this logging from being noted. The
Independent Observer recommends the sending of an investigation mission by the
relevant MINEF departments aimed at studying logging activities in the Kounang
region. A copy of this mission’s report should be sent to the Independent Observer.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The Independent Observer is of the opinion that the different SPAs being used in the
area in question are marred by irregularities. The validity of certain waybills, the
failure to respect contractual obligations made to the local people, the logging beyond
the authorised volume and the legality of the second SPA are all questions raised
during the mission.
The mission was not able to confirm or deny the allegations brought to the Minister’s
knowledge of logging of 3000 m3 in excess of the volume authorised.
In view of the above, the Independent Observer recommends:
-

That the CCU be requested to provide a copy of the additional list to the
public notice of 26th December 2001, signed by the Minister;

-

That the companies SETBC and CIBEC be summoned to an official hearing
for exceeding the volume authorised, failing to keep to their contractual
obligations to the villagers and using irregular transport permits;

-

The systematic inventory of all wood still lying in the said forest. Given that
the Bessoungkang community have requested the allocation of a community
forest in the disputed area (Appendix 9), it would be wise for the listed wood
to be used for social works;

-

That an investigation mission be sent on the part of the relevant MINEF
departments aimed at studying logging activities in the Kounang region.
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